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Yeah this makes sense to me ...
lets add it to the list of community

feature requests for Virginia

On 7/17/07 Damien Estreich estreich@youtube.com wrote

think something we need to work on little is the private videos

feature apparently there has been recent change Honestly the entire

process has always confused me. think we need an additional setting for

private videos we have Friends Family and we should have

Subscribers and the vid would need to appear the subscription center

at the moment you can never see the vid unless youre sent it.

Any thoughts on my random jibberish heh

On 7/17/07 gfn wrote

Hello Sir

am sorry to bother you but was wondering if you could tell me
why YouTube has so drastically changed its Private video settings mean
now if ideo is private we can only let 25 people at time have access to

it One of the things like doing is making most of my vids private and

then allowing only my subscribers to see them now thats not an option.

was wondering if there was something could do or write to in order to see

if could have the power to allow just my subscribers to see my private

vids Please help me if you can youre the only one Ive written to at

YouTube who ever seems to respond to me directly.

Thank you so much.

gfQ

Ready for the edge of your seat Check out tonights top

pickshttp//us. rd.yahoo.com/evt48220/http//tv.yahoo.com/on Yahoo TV.
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YouTube

Content Safety Quality and User Advocacy Dept.

phone

cell

email jhavens@youtube.com
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